Consolidate Processes.
Conquer Demand.
Maximize Profits.
Tap into ibml to
Uplevel Your BPO

Trends are shifting in the business world—in favor of your
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) document capture services.
Several industries are championing the move to centralized
services, outsourcing all their data capture needs to lower
their costs, maximize profits and enable remote working.
What does that mean for you?
Now’s the time to capitalize on the market shift and consolidate
your data capture into one powerhouse infrastructure.

Send your ROI soaring
and power-up your
profits with ibml.
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Decentralized Legacy Systems
Hinder Growth
Your slow, disparate systems are holding you back from capitalizing on the tremendous market shift
toward centralization. Whether this results in turning down clients or sporting a months-long backlog,
relying on inferior data capture isn’t the way out.

ibml is the solution.

Downsize Multiple Machines into One
Check Sorter

Desktop Scanner

FUSiON

Ultra-High-Volume Scanner
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FUSiON

The Power of
Lightspeed Scanning
Harness the power of ultra-high-volume scanning and intelligent sorting capabilities. No other scanner
combines speed and intelligence to send mission-critical data to your clients.

Dominate Your
Backlog

One Scanner,
Many Documents

Slash Operating
Costs

Reach New
Markets

Improve
Uptime

At speeds of up to 714
pages per minute, you’ll
speed through your
document backlog

Checks, remittance slips,
letters, survey forms, oversized
envelopes—the ibml Fusion
does it all with intermixed
feeding capabilities

Less pre- and post-scan
sorting drastically
reduces labor costs and
requires fewer operators

Faster throughputs and
unlimited duty cycles
open up your business
for larger projects with
tighter turnarounds

The open-track design
and LED indicators
make it easy to find and
fix stoppages quickly
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Capture Suite

Extract Mission-Critical Data
Put slow processes behind you and deliver
error-free information to your clients.
ibml Capture Suite with our superior scanners
optimizes scanning operations for a smooth
process with every job.
Automate repetitive tasks
Integrate easily with legacy systems
Manage your capture operations
from a centralized admin console

Minimize data entry and extract information from
documents in real-time.
Mitigate downstream errors with robust data
validation.
Enhanced usability with an easy-to-use interface
and intuitive controls.
Plus, further minimize costs when you integrate
ibml Cloud Capture software with Capture Suite
to process unstructured documents quickly
and affordably, right within the platform.

ibml-as-a-service

Accessible. Scalable. Customizable.
Get stunning intelligence at the speed of
business with no upfront costs. Serve clients
and meet higher demand with a solution
customized to your exact needs.
Quarterly or Annual Payments
What’s Included

Get quick access to the latest data capture
technologies without the up-front investment
Invest cash into business expansion and
revenue-driving activities
Easily scale hardware and software to meet
fluctuating demands
Switch from CAPEX to OPEX and reap
the tax benefits

ibml FUSiON

Software

Services

Ensure smooth operations with
worry-free maintenance

Meet Demand.
Maximize Profits.
Triumph over your backlog and grow your
business with the power of ibml.
Schedule a demo

Email: sales@ibml.com
Visit: ibml.com

Corporate Headquarters

German Office

UK Office

2750 Crestwood Boulevard
Birmingham, AL 35210
Main Phone: +1-205-956-4071
Sales: +1-205-439-7100
Fax: +1-205-956-5309

Line-Eid-Straße 3
D-78467 Konstanz Germany
Phone: +49-7531-36171-0
Fax: +49-7531-36171-23
Service: +49-700-462438722

ibml House
3 Bridge Court
Wrecclesham, Farnham Surrey
GU10 4QE, United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1252 962870

